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Word dust everywhere now like soiled stucco on the buildings. Thoughts on my actual works. 

The title of this text is borrowed from William S. Burroughs’s 1964 novel Nova Express, a work he wrote after the “fold-in” technique, which 
itself represents an expansion of the “cut-up” technique Burroughs already uses in previous texts. In order to do this, various textual sources 
are cut up (or folded) into small fragments and then newly arranged or interlaced. In this way “a stream of fragmented and intercutting 
voices that drive from pulp magazines, disc-jockey patter, newspaper headlines, street obscenities, carney talk, scientific obfuscation, 
bureaucratic jargon, comic book and Hollywood movie dialogue” 1 comes into being. This rather straightforward method of composition, 
which is based on chance and aims for abstraction as well as openness of form, succeeds in allowing Burroughs to elicit an infinitely 
impressive language; one that is based on the “freedom of dreaming” 2 and that inextricably weaves together space and time. It causes a 
dizzying maelstrom from which one can barely escape. Like dust, it settles on everything, or, like a virus, it permeates every cell. On reading 
his texts I often get the sensation that I suddenly have the ability to understand a foreign language. Through the endless overlapping of 
fragments everything seems to intertwine and make sense all at once. Like a film that has been exposed a thousand times, this literature 
conveys everything of currentness and meaning in an irretrievable moment of time for me. 
“ —Commuter or Chariot Driver could not control their word dust drifted from outer space—Air hammers word and image explosive bio-
advance—A million drifting screens on the walls of his city projected mixing sound of any bar could be heard in all Westerns and film of all 
times played and recorded at people back and forth with portable cameras and telescope lenses poured eddies and tornadoes of sound 
and camera array until soon city where he moved everywhere a Western movie in Hongkong (...) and all accents and language mixed and 
fused (...)—So that People-City moved in swirls and no one knew what he was going out of space to neon streets—“. 3 
The multifaceted images and visions of cities in which vastly different places, landscapes and times conflate into nightmares particularly 
impress me in Burroughs’ texts again and again. The atmosphere of alienation, disorientation, chaos and paranoia is omnipresent in these 
imaginings of urban space. Among other things, for me, it’s here where the visionary part of his texts finds expression the most. Even 
though they were prepared in the 1960s like the Nova Trilogy, these images haven’t lost any of their currentness. Perhaps they have even 
become especially tangible in today’s world.  
William S. Burroughs was an unrelenting traveler who lived in many parts of the world: New York, London, Mexico City, Paris, and Tangier 
among others. The experiences in these diverse places are precisely what influenced his art and shaped his understanding of the world. He 
literally beams his protagonists from one scene to another in mere milliseconds in his texts. Thus, this overarching, compact and singular 
metaphor of time, space and world emerges. Inspired by Burroughs’s prose, I am through my current preoccupation with today’s cities and 
their transformation in search of images, fragments and elements of urban space that can function as initial sparks for a multi-faceted and 
multi-layered perception. 

In my new sculptural works I use simple urban elements such as street and neon signs, or like in the Dawn Words Falling, an electricity 
pole. But the elements have been transformed and reinterpreted. For one, directly by resorting to Burroughsian verse, such as in how 
the aluminum signs contain quotes from his cut-up poems which were published in the September/October issue of the magazine The 
Floating Bear in 1962. On the other hand, the objects’ materiality or hanging make them seem oddly threatening, like fragments from the 
Burroughsian Interzone. Street signs usually serve our orientation, but here they are turned into their opposite and made useless. The 
imprinted text is only readable on second glance since it’s seems like it’s been vacuumed under a layer of black rubber. And the texts hang 
over one another in groups on the wall so that only portions can be deciphered at once. The light from the street lamp in the installation 
Dawn Words Falling is also put out by using the same rubber material. This hangs on a pole that has fallen over or has been clipped off, 
which is in turn alienated by its abstract and geometrical form. 
At the same time, a new series of drawings in charcoal is coming about. Photographic nighttime scenes of Los Angeles researched on the 
internet serve as my reference. In LA there is a phenomenon called “night sun”. This is what the Angelenos call the artificial and threatening 
searchlights from police helicopters that circle over the mega polis at night and partially turn it into day. This isn’t only above problematic 
districts, but also over the wealthy parts of town in order to protect their inhabitants from unwanted intruders. The night sun appears here 
as a symbol of power, control and paranoia–“the ecology of fear” 4 which, according to Mike Davis, is gradually characterizing the urban 
image of Los Angeles.
The Polish sociologist and philosopher Zygmunt Bauman sees in today’s city a contemporary stage, or, the battlefield for global powers.5  

And with these, fear and insecurity have moved into the physical space together with the potential of abusing these mechanisms in order 
to control all city inhabitants. These notions also play a leading role in Nova Express by Burroughs. After all, this text was written by a 
rebellious spirit, who wrote in a letter to Allen Ginsberg in June 1960: “What scared you into time? Into body? Into shit? I will tell you. The 
word. (...) Come out of the time word the forever (...) Come out of the shit word the forever. There’s no thing to fear. There is no thing in 
space.”  6

by Natalia Stachon (translation: Erika Pinner)
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